Creating a Functional Living Space at Home
A home is not a place it is a feeling. You made all the efforts to make a home according to your dreams.
It is a perfect place like you once dreamt of. You have bought everything you loved for your home but
now you are running out of space and everything seems messed up. Do not worry, we have got your
back. We have enlisted the 8 most favorable ideas for you and your home. These ideas would fit in each
item you bought and it would be the physical existence of what you once imagined.

1. Long walls, vertical shelves:
Long walls home look beautiful and clean. So to manage books, files, and other important
documentation, place a long shelf or a bookshelf to keep your things organized in a proper manner. The
shelf would make room for your books and documents.

2. Make boxes:
Make containers for every single thing in your house whether it is your imitations or a needle, make
a container for all of them. These containers would save your time and they would avoid the casual
mess.

3. Remove insigniSicant stuSS:
Remove every sort of junk whether it is papers, old household, anything. Clear out the immaterial
stuff which is of no use as they tend to occupy space that can be used for something else. Remove
them to replace them with new ones.

4. Table Sor main entrance:
Always keep a side table or a hook at the main entrance of your house door for a key place that
would avoid you from losing the keys as the keys will have a place of their own. The table should be
small with good length and less width.

5. Side Tables:
The side tables or a wall shelf should be with every sitting area of the house. There should be a small
table beside the couch, chair, massage chair in this way you won’t have to get up from your seat for
small things while they are placed at the table.

6. Light-shaded curtains
Always choose the light-shaded curtains for your house as it would soothe the look of your house
and it would avoid heat as light shades are poor heat-absorbers. Thus choose curtains which seem
decent, and good to eyes.

7. Adequate brightness
The brightness of your house would also play a big role in your home. The brightness should be
enough to brighten every nook of your house. Not much brightness, that your visitors have to come
in spectacles.

8. Make ways
Each and everything in your house should be placed accurately in their particular places. Never block
the commonly used ways of your home. This idea would avoid the traffic in your house.
We have mentioned all the possibilities to make your house stylish, dynamic, and luxurious along
with comfortable, relaxed, and peaceful. May you find every functional living space in your house.

